Mobile Giving

for Nonprofits

Smartphones:

What can consumers,
businesses & charities
do on smartphones?

The Next Wave of Computing
Smartphonesi represent the next wave of
computing, leading to the mobile experiences
consumers and businesses crave. Unlike tethered
TVs, PCs, and desktop phones, smartphones
offer the convenience of going everywhere and
anywhere. The mobile experience may become
the next mass medium; the principal way for
millions of people to communicate, browse the
Web, access entertainment, shop, do business
and interact with their favourite charitable
causes. In some ways, mobile users will be able
to do all of these things better.

› Communicate and connect
(email, instant messagingiii, social
networkingiv)
› Download and entertain
(music, movies, games, pictures, videos)
c

kate

› Publish and collaborate
(blogs, MySpace, Twitter, Facebook, Flickr)
kate

› Browse and search
(mobile web browsers, search applications)
kate

› Organize life and work
(calendars, contacts, notes)
kate

Smartphones:
A Paradigm Shift
Mobile devices are now offering advanced
features like intelligent operating systems,
integrated applications, faster processors, longer
battery life, QWERTYii input and WiFi capability –
all tools combining to make smartphones the
“new wave of computing”. The trend is clear; the
next level of doing business will be mobile.
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› Purchase and transact
(browse, shop, bank, donate)
kate

› Find and guide
(geolocation, directory services, maps)
kate

› Inform and alert
(news , weather, traffic updates)
…And thousands of other things we haven’t yet
predicted. Advances in network and handset
technology are allowing smartphones to deliver
on the promise of “converged” portable
computing devices.
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Smartphones:

In Canada

Secure Ecommerce Devices

Information obtained from Q3, 2010 quarterly
financial filings by Rogers, Telus and Bell reports
that the three companies have over 6,700,000
smartphone subscribers. Rogers notes that 37%
of their subscriber base is smartphone
equipped versus 28% in the comparable period
in 2009.

Every smartphone worldwide can make a secure
HTTPS connection, allowing transactions to take
place wherever the consumer is located.

Smartphones:
Fast Facts on Massive Consumer
Acceptance
The Global Picture
A November 2010 study published by The Gartner
Group, reported that 41,093,300 smartphones
were sold in Q3, 2009. In Q3, 2010 80,532,600
smartphones were sold, a staggering 96%
increase. Q3, 2010 smartphone sales represented
19.3% of the total mobile phone market.

In the UK
New research from comScore reveals that
smartphone adoption in the EU5 (UK, France,
Germany, Spain, Italy) has grown 32% over the
past year, to 51.6 million subscribers. The UK
market leads in the growth of Smartphone
adoption in the EU over the past year, growing
70% to 11.1 million subscribers.
In the US

Worldwide Smartphone Sales 2009 - 2010

In Australia
According to the latest figures from
mobileSQUARED, the number of smartphones in
the Australian market is forecast to reach 13.42
million in 2013, when they will constitute 51% of
the entire subscriber base. Forecasts from the
mobileSQUARED Knowledge Centre show total
subscriptions growing from 24.04 million this year
to 26.27 million in 2013 and, ultimately, 27.88
million in 2015.
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The Nielsen Company today reported that as of
the third quarter of 2010, 28% of U.S. mobile
subscribers now have smartphones. The
growing popularity of smartphones like Apple’s
iPhone, RIM’s BlackBerry devices and a variety
of Google‘s Androidv OS models on the market,
has accelerated the adoption rate. Among those
who acquired a new cellphone in the past six
months, 41% opted for a smartphone over a
standard feature phone, up from 35% last
quarter.

“By the end of 2011,
global smartphone sales
will surpass PC sales”
-RBC Report
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Mobile Giving & Nonprofits

Example:
Red Cross’ Haiti relief SMS-based campaign

So what do all these numbers mean for a
nonprofit organization?
Mobile giving is a hot topic with nonprofits and
for a good reason. Organizations that are already
venturing into the mobile space are gaining
valuable insight into what works and what
doesn’t in this new channel. They are also gaining
first mover advantage in capturing donations and
increasing engagement with their supporters.

You want to go mobile…
What are the options?

1. Text-to-Give
Let’s take a closer look at the now well-known
text-to-give campaigns relying on SMSvi
technology. A text-to-give campaign requires a
donor to text a short word such as “Haiti” to a
specific number (usually a short 5 digit sequence)
to donate a small amount typically $5 or $10. The
donation amount is then added to the donor’s
phone bill.
Text-to-give campaigns are relatively easy to
setup via The Mobile Giving Foundation.
Charities must choose an Application Service
Provider (ASP) to manage an SMS campaign. For
more information, visit www.mobilegiving.ca for
charities in Canada, www.mobilegiving.org in the
USA or www.mobilegiving.com.au in Australia.
Text-to-donate campaigns raised significant
amounts of money for disaster relief NGOs after
Haiti’s January earthquake, demonstrating that
there is time and place for SMS-based campaigns.
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Some factors to consider before you
decide to run a text-to-give campaign:
› Your Brand Awareness
Charities that tend to raise significant
amounts of money with text-to-give
campaigns often have a well established
brand and a critical mass of supporters. So if
you are a smaller organization, this might not
be the best way to enter the mobile arena.
› The Middle Man
The text based campaign by its mature
cannot avoid the middle man – wireless cell
phone carriers. Although fees vary
depending on your location, part of the
donation may be taken by carrier fees.
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› Speed of Processing
Wireless service carriers must first collect the
donations from customers through their regular
billing process. Donations by text are not
automatically processed by or delivered to a
charity’s bank account. A charity might
experience delays as long as 90 days in receiving
gifts from text-to-donation campaigns.
› Data Ownership
As the transaction occurs between the mobile
carrier and the customer, charities don’t receive
full donor information unless the donor contacts
the organization to request a tax receipt. The
information charities ultimately receive may be
limited to the donor’s cell phone number.

with a reduced amount of text making it easier to
browse and complete a transaction. Typical
transactions could include making a donation or
signing up for a newsletter.
When a mobile device hits the website, the mobile
version will be served up to the consumer. The
site will detect a mobile web browser vs. a
computer’s browser like Internet Explorer or
Firefox.

Example:
Salvation Army Canada web home page

2. Mobile Web Sites
Many charities aren’t aware of mobile web and the
opportunities available to them.

What is the mobile web?
The mobile web simply refers to using a mobile
device such as iPhone or Blackberry to access the
internet through a browser.

vs.
Salvation Army Canada mobile home page

Larger display sizes on mobile devices and a focus by
developers on improving the user experience have
contributed to consumers using their mobile devices
to browse the internet just like they would on a
computer.
Many businesses have caught on to this trend in
consumer behavior and responded by optimizing
their websites for mobile viewing.

How is a mobile optimized page different from
a regular web page?
In many cases, the mobile web version is a
simplified version of the company’s web page
© Artez Interactive 2010
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Millions of consumers already surf the web and shop
using mobile devices. Smart charities reach out to
their smartphone-enabled audiences by providing
them with a customized mobile user experience.

Mobile Web vs. Text-to-Donate

3. Mobile Donation Forms

Here’s how they compare:

A mobile donation form allows donors to give to
your organization directly through a smartphone’s
mobile browser. Ideally, a charity’s web site
donation form will automatically detect what type of
browser is accessing the page and present a
corresponding
mobile-optimized
version.

Donations through the mobile web have significant
advantages over text-to-donate campaigns.

› No limit on donation amount
Cell phone carriers can cap SMS gifts at $20.
› Complete donor data
Charities receive full donor information.
sdf

› Instant Tax Receipting
Donors are instantly receipted by email.

For instance, the link http://bit.ly/artezmobile is an › › Payment Gateway Flexibility
Charities can choose their own payment
example of a donation form that can be accessed
gateway.
either on a computer browser (Firefox, Internet
Explorer, others) or on a mobile browser (Opera, › › Full Branding & Customization
Android browser, BlackBerry browser, others). A
Charities can edit messaging & images on
donor will encounter a web or mobile experience
mobile donation pages to brand the
depending on how they choose to access the link.
experience for smartphone users.
sdf

Charities can tailor the content on mobile donation
pages to speak directly to their supporters on
smartphone devices, adding text and images to let
donors know that mobile web
donation is safe and secure.

Example:
Artez’s mobile-optimized donation form with
PayPal Express Checkout

Optimizing your donation page for both web and
mobile browsers guarantees a smooth transaction
experience for your donors without the costs
involved in making your entire web site mobilefriendly.
We know that an estimated 30% of emails are
already being read on smartphones. It’s important
for nonprofit organizations to consider how links to
donation pages in eNewsletters and peer-to-peer
solicitations are likely to be accessed by mobile
browsers.
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4. Mobile Apps
Another way to engage with your charity’s mobile
supporters is through your own mobile app.

What is a “mobile app”?
A mobile application (app) is a third party software
program developed specifically for iPhones,
BlackBerries & Android devices. The applications can
be downloaded directly by the device or
downloaded to a computer and transferred to the
smartphone. Apple has an iTunes app store for those
who want to add an app to their iPhone, iPad or
iPod Touch. There are now over 200,000 apps in the
Apple App Store divided into dozens of categories.
Investing in a mobile application is an important
decision for charitable organizations, and a timely
one considering the market trends towards
smartphones.

Example:
iTunes listing for the Kids Help Phone
Boolathon App for iPhone

What are some of the things charities are
using mobile apps for?
Mobile apps can be built around existing
fundraising events or campaigns. Typically,
they leverage existing content giving
supporters a convenient way to interact with
the campaign through a mobile phone. Apps
can be branded for an organization or a
signature event.

What can they do?
›
›
›
›

Keep supporters up to date with news
Share content - videos, blogs, podcasts
Fundraise and solicit donations
Engage on social media

sdf

The building of a custom application can be an
extensive undertaking that may not make
economic sense for many nonprofits. If you are
in the market for a custom built product, you
can expect to pay between $15,000 and
$50,000 for an app. Alternately, a “one size fits
all” mobile app might not suit the unique
needs of your organization.

Mobile Apps: build vs. buy?
Here are some questions to consider before
investing in a mobile app:
Resources

Do you have the available internal personnel,
skills and budget to manage the project?
Timeline

Do you need to launch quickly? Does your
event or campaign run for a short period?
Customization

Does your campaign have unique needs that
can only be addressed by a custom build?
Scalability

What are your plans to manage the mobile app
in the long term? (For instance, Apple requires
updates and resubmission at scheduled
periods.)
© Artez Interactive 2010
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The conversation about building mobile applications can often be described as “Build” vs. “Buy”. “Build”
means to create a custom application. “Buy” means to license an existing application to be branded for
your organization.

EXAMPLES
Build

Buy

Movember Foundation built a custom mobile
app allowing their supporters to take a daily
picture of their mo growth and turn it into a
sharable stop-motion video.

Artez Interactive created a white-label friendly
iPhone fundraising app, used by The Winners
Walk of Hope 2010 & The BMO Kids Help
Phone Boolathon.

“Build” Pros & Cons

“Buy” Pros & Cons

Movember’s app has innovative custom features
like a calendar roll reminding participants to take
a picture every day, and the ability to connect
further with Movember Foundation’s web sites.

For a white-label application, the core
functionality is already built. After a charity’s
branded images & text are added, development
and maintenance time is not required, greatly
reducing the cost of the application.

Charities building custom applications must
maintain and manage their apps for future
releases & updates. The build of a custom app
can be lengthy and expensive, requiring design,
development, & QA time before the product is
even submitted to an app store.
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Production can be as quick as 6 weeks from
contract to availability. While the app will
include fundraising features that are standard
across charities, it does not allow for additional
customization.
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Get Started in Mobile

QR Codes

A good place to start when deciding whether or
not to invest in optimizing your site for mobile
browsing is to check how it appears on
smartphone devices. So go ahead and try it!

Anyone with a BlackBerry, iPhone or other
mobile device with a Scanlife app (available
from app stores for free) can take a picture of
your QR code and be immediately directed to
your organization's secure mobile donation
page.

Make sure that you use an iPhone, a BlackBerry,
an Android and a Symbian device so you can see
how each one displays your web pages. While
your home page might render properly, how
donors can view and transact on your donation
form is of critical importance.

Give this one a try!

TRY THIS - Google Analytics
To see how many mobile visitors are already
accessing your charity’s web sites and donation
pages, login to Google Analytics and go to the
Mobile section of the Visitors tab.
If you are not using the Google Analytics service,
access your web metrics dashboard and look for
the types of browsers your visitors are using.
Thought your donors aren’t mobile? You might be
surprised at what you find out!
A recent analysis of traffic to Artez donation pages
revealed that over 7% of visits came from mobile
browsers. We are projecting this number to grow
by more than 30% over the coming year based on
growth statistics forecasted by Gartner.

Sdf

Endless Possibilities
So what else can you do with mobile optimized
donation pages besides email campaigns? Mobile
technology gives you the option to be very
creative with your campaign ideas.
QR codes are only one example of a tool you can
use for free to incorporate mobile components
to your direct mail, email campaigns or events.
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Use Scanlife to read this code and test a mobile
web donation form on your smartphone. Think
of all the great places you can place your own
QR codes - on stickers, banners, ads, or direct
mail.
It's free and easy to make your own QR code.
Visit www.scanlife.com to get a free account.
SMS or Email blast to supporters

Sending out email or SMS text messages this
year? Why not include the link to your donation
form? Let your donors know they can give
through a smartphone.
Direct Response

Do you have volunteers on the street or doorto-door? You can equip your team with mobile
devices like iPhone or iPads to take secure
donations through your charity's donation
forms. Your direct response staff can also text
or email the URL of your donation form to
donors who would be more comfortable giving
on their own devices.
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LEARN MORE

Artez Mobile Donation Pages
To start accepting donations via mobile web, we’re here to help you with mobile optimized donation
capabilities. Your donation pages on the Artez platform are fully compatible with web AND mobile
browsers. Artez mobile donation pages are safe and secure. Artez Interactive is PCI DSS Level 1 audited
and accredited by VISA.

Artez App for iPhone
Artez Interactive recently introduced an easy way for charities to break into the mobile channel with a fully
customizable app for event-based fundraising campaigns. The app allows your iPhone, iPad & iTouch
supporters to:
›
›
›
›
›
›

Monitor the progress of their fundraising efforts
Solicit sponsors via email, Facebook and Twitter
Process secure credit card and PayPal donations by the mobile web
Add event details to your calendar with one click
View a map of your event location
View information about the charity

The Artez App for iPhone is available at fraction of the cost and time to create a custom built product.

Interested?
For more information or to book a personal demo, please call Karen Webber at 416-932-9555, Ext. 310 or
email kwebber@cstonecanada.com today.
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Glossary

Smartphones: A mobile phone (or cell phone) that offers advanced capabilities. Smartphones combine
the functionality of mobile phones, personal digital assistants (PDA’s) as well as personal computers. Users
are no longer limited to making voice calls given additional abilities such as checking email or surfing the
web. Smartphones are in essence pocket computers that can run software, play media, and connect to the
internet along with many other things.
i

Popular smartphone categories include the BlackBerry, Razr, iPhone and the Palm Trio. These phones
commonly have large screens, a keyboard, file storage and they run on 3G CDMA or EDGE networks.
QWERTY Keyboard: Describes the traditional North American keyboard which begins with the letters Q
W E R T Y going from right to left and has a distinct number letter organization.
ii

Instant Messaging (IM): Can be described as the Internet equivalent of text messaging. IM software
enables users to communicate via text in real time. An IM service can be throughout an office or between
two or more parties on separate continents. The software tells users when friends are online and often has
the capability for group chats.
iii

Social Networking: The process of cultivating business and/or social contacts by making connections
through individuals. The Internet has accelerated the process and provided new methods for social
networking. Social networking sites provide multiple avenues for communication such as leaving
comments, posting pictures, writing blogs or sending messages. Examples of popular social networking
sites include Facebook, Twitter and Linkedin.
iv

Android: Android is a mobile operating system initially developed by Android Inc. who was later bought
by Google Inc. An operating system (OS) is an interface between hardware and user, which is responsible
for the management and coordination of activities and the sharing of the resources of a computer or
smartphone. Windows is a common OS found on desktop computers while Android is a new OS for
smartphones. Other popular mobile operating systems include Apple iOS and BlackBerryOS.
v

Short Messaging Service (SMS): SMS refers to an electronic messaging service available over wireless
networks. Simply put, SMS enables cellphone users to send and receive text messages. SMS is used
primarily for person to person communications but can also be used for things like voting (Ex: American
Idol) or charitable donations (Ex: Text to Donate). Messages are not delivered to the recipient instantly
and have some degree of transmission time delay.
vi
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